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Knowledge of the structure–property–function relationships of dermal scales of armoured fish could enable pathways to improved bioinspired human body armour, and may provide clues to the evolutionary origins of mineralized tissues. Here, we present a multiscale experimental and computational approach that reveals the materials design principles present within individual ganoid scales from the ‘living fossil’ Polypterus senegalus. This fish belongs to the ancient family Polypteridae, which first appeared 96 million years ago during the Cretaceous period and still retains many of their characteristics. The mechanistic origins of penetration resistance (approximating a biting attack) were investigated and found to include the juxtaposition of multiple distinct reinforcing composite layers that each undergo their own unique deformation mechanisms, a unique spatial functional form of mechanical properties with regions of differing levels of gradation within and between material layers, and layers with an undetectable gradation, load-dependent effective material properties, circumferential surface cracking, orthogonal microcracking in laminated sublayers and geometrically corrugated junctions between layers.

Dermal armour in fish first appeared at the beginning of the Paleozoic period during the Ordovician with the rise of the Ostracoderms 500 Myr ago and was common among these earliest fishes. In 1857, the geologist Hugh Miller speculated on the mechanical design of ganoid scales by drawing analogies with ‘the principle of the two tables and diploe of the human skull, the principle of the variously arranged coats of the human stomach, and the principle of Oliver Cromwell’s fluted pot.’ Romer in 1933 hypothesized that dermal armour served as a protection from predators and subsequently a number of additional mechanical and non-mechanical functions have been proposed. As ancient fish became more predaceous, their armour evolved in terms of their multilayered material structures and overall geometries; for example, larger plates broke up into many smaller ones, the thickness of various layers decreased, and the number of layers decreased, all of which would have decreased weight, improved flexibility and manoeuvrability and increased speed. Interestingly, many parallels can be found between the evolution of armour in the animal world and human-designed engineered body armour, both of which seem to be controlled by a balance between protection and mobility, to maximize survivability. The design strategies used by mineralized biological tissues, in general, are an area of great interest and much progress has been made in the understanding of concepts such as crystalline nucleation, growth and morphology, biomacromolecular intercalation and reinforcement, modulation of crystal texture, stabilization of amorphous phases, small length scale effects, heterogeneity and so on. However, little is known about the mechanical properties of individual dermal armour plates and scales. For example, the mechanical roles of the mathematical form of material property variations (such as gradients) both within and between various layers, the number of layers, the layer and junction thicknesses, structures and geometries, the constitutive laws of each layer and so on, and more importantly the relationship of these parameters to larger scale biomechanical performance and environmental stresses (such as predatory or territorial attacks). Here, we use a multiscale experimental and computational approach, developed from our previous works, to elucidate such design principles, in particular with regards to multilayering and grading. The general methodologies presented here are applicable to a broad range of multilayered protective exoskeletal materials (for example crustacean, insect and gastropod mollusc) and able to yield a mechanistic understanding of how different organisms were designed, and possibly evolved, to sustain the loads they experience in their environment. Such fundamental knowledge, in particular threat–design relationships, holds great potential for the development of improved biologically inspired structural materials, for example soldier, first responder and military vehicle armour applications.

In this report, we focus on a fascinating model system, the interlocking, quad-layered, mineralized scales from Polypterus senegalus, which belongs to the fish family Polypteridae (appearing 96 Myr ago in the Cretaceous period), and still lives today, primarily at the bottoms of freshwater, muddy shallows and estuaries in Africa. P. senegalus scales have retained many characteristics of the dermal armour of ancient palaeoniscoids, and are known to possess a multilayered structure (Fig.1) of four different organic–inorganic nanocomposite material layers (from outer to inner surface): ganoine, a type of enamel (thickness 10 µm), dentine (thickness 50 µm), isopedine (thickness 40 µm) and a bone basal plate (thickness 300 µm). Instrumented nanoindentation was used to measure the penetration resistance, as well as elastic and plastic mechanical properties, spatially through the four layers that compose...
Figure 1 Structure of *Polypterus senegalus* scale. a, *P. senegalus* skeleton. b, Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of outer scale surface. c, SEM of the inner scale surface. d, Optical micrograph of the cross-section of an individual scale showing four layers; only a fraction of the bony basal plate is visible. e, Backscattered electron microscopy image of the cross-section of the ganoine–dentine junction. f, SEM image of ganoine nanocrystals. g, SEM image of ganoine cross-section.
Figure 2 Mechanical properties derived from nanoindentation experiments across the cross-section of the different material layers of an individual *P. senegalus* scale. All data represent an average of three parallel columns of 125 indents each. **a**, 500 µN maximum load; average indentation modulus, $E_{\text{O-P}}$, and hardness, $H_{\text{O-P}}$, both reduced from Oliver–Pharr analysis as a function of distance across the scale cross-section. The vertical error bars represent one standard deviation. ‘Epoxy’ is epoxy used for embedding. **b**, Average $E_{\text{O-P}}$ and $H_{\text{O-P}}$ for each of the different layers derived from 500-µN-maximum-load nanoindentation curves. The vertical error bars represent one standard deviation for that particular dataset. **c**, Average nanoindentation load–depth curves for all four material layers. Horizontal error bars represent one experimental standard deviation. **d**, TMAFM amplitude images of the residual indents (500 µN maximum load) on the cross-section of each of the four material layers. Top left to bottom right: ganoine, dentine, isopedine and bone. **e**, TMAFM phase image of the residual indentation (500 µN maximum load) on the isopedine cross-section.

The cross-section of an individual scale from *P. senegalus*. A representative dataset is presented in Fig. 2a; the Oliver–Pharr calculated indentation modulus, $E_{\text{O-P}}$, and hardness, $H_{\text{O-P}}$, both decrease with distance from the outer to the inner surfaces of the scale (from $\sim 62$ GPa to $\sim 17$ GPa and from $\sim 4.5$ GPa to $\sim 0.54$ GPa, respectively; Fig. 2b). Each material layer was found to have significantly different mechanical properties compared with the others ($p < 0.05$), except for bone compared with isopedine. The highest average indentation modulus ($\sim 62$ GPa) and hardness ($\sim 4.5$ GPa) of the outer ganoine layer is consistent with its
known highly mineralized (≤5% organic\textsuperscript{25}) non-collagenous (Fig. 1f,g)\textsuperscript{34}. The collagenous dentine layer has a reduced mineral content compared with ganoine, but is more mineralized than the osseous basal plate\textsuperscript{21}, consistent with the mechanical property trends observed in Fig. 2a,b (\(E_{\text{G-O}}\) and \(H_{\text{G-O}}\) \(\sim\) 29 GPa and 1.2 GPa, respectively). The third layer, isopedine, consists of a uniform superimposition of orthogonal collagenous layers that form a plywood-like structure and decrease in mineralization with distance towards the inner surface of the scale\textsuperscript{22}. The innermost thick basal osseous plate is composed of a succession of vascularized bone lamellae, with the major axis of the collagen fibrils approximately parallel to the scale surface\textsuperscript{21}. Besides the spatial organization of their fibres, isopedine and bone also differ in the larger diameter of the isopedine collagen fibrils (\(\sim\)100 nm versus \(\sim\)20 nm, respectively) and in the thickness of its sublayers (\(\sim\)3–10 \textmu m versus \(<\)1 \textmu m, respectively)\textsuperscript{23}. Averaged \(E_{\text{O-P}}\) and \(H_{\text{O-P}}\) for bone were found to be slightly less than isopedine (Fig. 2b), but this difference was not statistically significant (\(p > 0.05\)).

Multiple cross-sectional indents were taken on an individual scale, on different scales from the same animal and on scales from a number of different animals, and the trends described above were consistently observed.

The gradation in material properties was calculated as the slope of data such as that shown in Fig. 2a. An approximately negative linear gradation (from the outer to inner surface) in both \(E_{\text{O-P}}\) and \(H_{\text{O-P}}\) exists within the outer ganoine (\(-\sim 1.16\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1} and \(-\sim 0.2\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively) and underlying dentine (\(-\sim 0.23\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1} and \(-\sim 0.015\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively) layers. Isopedine and bone were found to show no detectable gradation. The ganoine–dentine and dentine–isopedine junctions (Fig. 2a, dotted lines) possessed a steep gradation relative to their neighbouring layers. For the ganoine–dentine junction the gradients in \(E_{\text{O-P}}\) and \(H_{\text{O-P}}\) were found to be \(5.9\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1} and \(-\sim 0.44\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively. For the dentine–isopedine junction, the gradients in \(E_{\text{O-P}}\) and \(H_{\text{O-P}}\) were found to be \(-\sim 3.2\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1} and \(-\sim 0.1\) GPa \textmu m\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively. The ganoine–dentine junction was observed to show an exceedingly sharp (\(<\)500 nm) and corrugated junction between the layers (Fig. 1e).

The averaged experimental load–depth data for each layer were fitted to an isotropic, elastic–perfectly plastic finite element analysis (FEA) computational model (Fig. 2c), which represents the three-dimensional Berkovich indenter geometry as two dimensional, axisymmetric, conical-like and rigid. A finite residual depth observed experimentally after unloading (Fig. 2c) and residual impressions directly imaged by tapping mode atomic force microscopy (TMAFM, Fig. 2d,e) confirm the plastic nature of indentation. In these simulations, the indentation modulus, \(E\), and the yield stress, \(\sigma_y\), were determined by a best fit to the averaged loading and unloading experimental data (Fig. 2c), with the indentation modulus calculated from the FEA-predicted unloading slope\textsuperscript{24} matched to the experimentally calculated average \(E_{\text{O-P}}\) (Fig. 2b). Figure 2c shows good agreement between the FEA predictions and the experimental data, giving \(\sigma_y\) values of \(2,000, 400, 215\) and \(180\) MPa for the ganoine, dentine, isopedine and bone, respectively. An extensive parametric study showed that the inclusion of post yield strain hardening (linear isotropic hardening, linear kinematic hardening and Ramberg–Osgood isotropic hardening) in the simulations had a minimal effect in providing an improved prediction of the nanoindentation load–depth data and the estimated yield stress. All material layers were observed to undergo mechanical hysteresis (Fig. 2c), and energy dissipation (calculated as the area of the average indentation loading–unloading cycle) increased with distance from the outer surface of the scale inward from ganoine \(\sim 5.98\) to bone \(\sim 23.79\).

The role of the local multilayered and graded micromechanical properties in the larger-length-scale mechanical micromodulation of the entire \(P.\) senegalus scale was explored by constructing two axisymmetric, two-dimensional FEA models (Fig. 3a). The first, ‘discrete’, model (Fig. 3a) was composed of the four material layers with thicknesses corresponding to their experimentally measured values (Fig. 1d), where each layer was assumed to possess isotropic, elastic–perfectly plastic constitutive behaviour with \(E\) and \(\sigma_y\) taken as those reduced from FEA predictions of the averaged load–depth data in Fig. 2c. The second, ‘gradient’, model (Fig. 3a) was also composed of the four material layers with thicknesses corresponding to their experimentally measured values (Fig. 1d) and assumed isotropic elastic–perfectly plastic material behaviour, but incorporated linear gradients in \(E\) (scaled by the measured \(E_{\text{O-P}}\) gradient values) and \(\sigma_y\) (scaled with the measured \(H_{\text{O-P}}\) gradient values) within the ganoine and dentine layers, as well as the ganoine–dentine and dentine–isopedine junctions. The predictions of these two multilayered models were compared with three simulations of a single homogeneous elastic–perfectly plastic layer of material with a thickness equivalent to that of the entire scale (\(\sim 400\) \textmu m): ganoine, dentine and bone. Virtual microindentation experiments were then carried out using an axisymmetric, conical-like, rigid indenter (emulating an axisymmetric equivalent Vicker’s microhardness tip, end radius \(\sim 3.7\) \textmu m, conical angle \(\sim 70.3^\circ\)) (Fig. 3b). The two multilayered model predictions both tracked the ganoine load–depth curve up to \(\sim 0.10\) N, and then at increasing penetrations fell in between the all ganoine and all dentine simulations (Fig. 3b). For the multilayered simulations, at a maximum load of \(0.5\) N, the indenter had penetrated \(\sim 45\%\) of the way into the ganoine layer (Fig. 3b). There was minimal difference observed in the load–depth behaviour for the discrete and gradient models, indicating that the overall microlayering (not the gradients) provides the effective ‘macroscopic’ effective mechanical load–depth resistance (which does not suggest that gradients do not play a role in penetration resistance, discussed further below).

The ‘effective’ behaviour of the microlayered structures was further examined by reducing each load–depth behaviour to an effective O–P modulus, effective microhardness and energy dissipation. Interestingly, a load-dependent effective modulus and microhardness are predicted for the multilayered models, which is not the case for the homogeneous systems (Fig. 3c,d). The effective modulus for these two models is seen to decrease nonlinearly from close to that of all ganoine at small maximum loads to values slightly below that of all dentine by a maximum load of \(1\) N (corresponding to a penetration depth of \(\sim 5.5–5.7\) \textmu m, Fig. 3c). Hence, the underlying micromechanics of the multilayered structure directly govern the effective ‘macroscopic’ indentation modulus, where the indenter increasingly ‘senses’ the more compliant dentine layer as the indentation load is increased. For the multilayered simulations, the effective microhardness is also predicted to decrease sigmoidally between values corresponding to all ganoine (at small maximum loads < 0.1 N) and all dentine (1 N maximum load, corresponding to a penetration depth of \(\sim 5.5–5.7\) \textmu m, Fig. 3d). The multilayer microhardness predictions were compared with experimentally measured Vickers hardness (measured using TMAFM and optical microscopy) on an individual \(P.\) senegalus scale and the magnitude and load dependency were accurately captured (Fig. 3d). The effective energy dissipation of the microlayered models were found to increase nonlinearly with maximum load (Fig. 3e) and fell in between the all-ganoine and all-dentine curves.

Figure 4 shows the stress contours and plastic equivalent strain after unloading (maximum load of 1 N) for the simulated micromodulation multilayer models as compared with that of the
Figure 3 Predictions of effective microindentation mechanical properties of P. senegalus scale via multilayered FEA simulations. a, Multilayered structures of discrete (left) and gradient (right) models with their corresponding elastic modulus and yield strength distributions (centre). b, Simulated microindentation load-versus-depth curves. c, Simulated effective indentation modulus. d, Simulated effective microhardness and experimentally measured values (OM, optical microscopy; AFM, atomic force microscopy). e, Simulated effective energy dissipation.

all-ganoine material. The gradient junction is observed to provide a transitional region for stress redistribution between layers of differing materials (Fig. 4c), as opposed to the abrupt changes observed in the discrete model (Fig. 4b). Such smoother stress gradients are expected to mitigate interface failure and increase interfacial toughness, thereby providing increased penetration resistance. Although the discrete and gradient multilayered systems achieve similar macroscopic effective indentation modulus and microhardness, the gradient case micromechanically achieves more gradual stress redistribution, providing robustness to interfacial failures. The plastic equivalent strain contours reveal the greater depths and greater area of plastic straining for the multilayer
system compared with the all-ganoine model, due to the increased plastic strain of the underlying dentine, which possesses a lower $\sigma_Y$ compared with ganoine; this correlates with the greater dissipation seen in the load–depth curves (Fig. 2b,e). The simulations also show that the magnitude of the plastic strain in the ganoine layer of the multilayered system is lower than that experienced in the

Figure 4 Simulation contours of stress, plastic strain and pressure fields of a *P. senegalus* scale via multilayered FEA simulations. a–c, FEA predictions of von Mises stress field, $S_{22}$ (normal stress on the plane perpendicular to the 2 axis), $S_{11}$ (normal stress on the plane perpendicular to the 1 axis) and pressure at a maximum depth when fully loaded, and $S_{23}$ (shear stress on the plane perpendicular to the 3 axis acting in the 2 direction), $S_{33}$ (normal stress on the plane perpendicular to the 3 axis) and plastic equivalent strain after fully unloaded for three models: all ganoine (a), discrete (b) and gradient (c) models for 1-N-maximum-load indentation.
all-ganoine system, even though the overall depth of penetration in the multilayer (5.46–5.72 µm) is more than twice that of the all-ganoine system (3.63 µm), a direct result of the dentine deformation accommodating the imposed penetration depth.

The 1 N maximum load is appropriate to estimate a brittle-failure condition for the ganoine because 1 N microhardness experiments were found to circumferentially crack in some cases and only plastically strain in other cases (Fig. 5)—indicating that the 1 N case is at the border of meeting crack initiation conditions. Contours of the radial stress, S22 (Fig. 4), reveal elevated tensile surface values (1.66 GPa) at the perimeter of the contact area (in the same region where the circumferential cracks are found), suggesting a maximum-normal-brittle-stress failure condition of 1.66 GPa. The values are lower and the regions of elevated stress are smaller in the gradient case than the discrete case, indicating an important smoothing role of the gradient in reducing the surface stresses. A second prominent surface failure condition is often radial cracks, which were not observed in these microhardness experiments; this is consistent with the simulation results, which show the surface circumferential stress values, S11, that would...
be needed to initiate radial cracks to be <S22. (Parametric computational studies on the effect of the ganoine thickness show that the experimentally observed values (5–20 µm) yield S22 > S11, which promotes circumferential cracking (observed experimentally Fig. 5d), which is highly advantageous because it locally confines the deformation at the indentation site. For a thicker or thinner ganoine layer, S11 remains large, which promotes undesirable radial cracking, which can lead to catastrophic failure of the layer.) As seen in other multilayer systems26, the interfacial normal and shear stresses were found to be severe on unloading (S33, S23, Fig. 4). The stresses are found to be similar for the discrete and gradient systems with the expectation of a peak shear stress present on the interface of the discrete system, which is absent from the gradient system. Excellent agreement between simulation and experiment was also demonstrated in comparison of the experimentally measured residual topography (Fig. 5). The 0.5 N cases deformed in an elastic–plastic manner with no cracks in most cases (~<9 of 10 indents; Fig. 5a,b). For 1 N. ~<50% of the samples showed circumferential cracking. Circumferential cracks were observed in all of the 2.0 N cases (Fig. 5d).

Although mineralized dermal fish scales serve many functional roles simultaneously27,28, we limit our discussion here to protective biomechanical aspects4. The primary predators of P. senegalus are known to be its own species or its carnivorous vertebrate relatives4, and biting takes place during territorial fighting22 and feeding29. In ancient times, many large invertebrate predators existed. For example, the carnivorous eurypterid (thought to be a predator of the armoured ostracoderms) was a giant arthropod that possessed biting mouth parts, grasping jaws, claws, spines and a spiked tail4. Additionally, it has been suggested that the placoderm Dukleosteus terelli possessed a bite force large enough to puncture through the mineralized exoskeleton of its prey, to consume the flesh underneath4. Mechanically, such predatory attacks would represent a dynamic (for P. senegalus30) penetrating load (approximated by the multilayered indentation simulations), which involves a spatially localized, multiaxial and largely compressive stress field. P. senegalus shows a multilayered scale design over a micrometre-sized length scale, suggesting that the purpose of this design is for resistance to mechanical loads and deformations existing over these small length scales as well. For example, the teeth of a similar-sized P. senegalus were measured to possess an end-radius of 14.7 ± 8.8 µm, ranging from ~3.0 to ~44.0 µm. A finite-element geometric representation of the teeth of P. senegalus was created and FEA indentation simulations carried out using these meshes (which are much larger than the standard Vickers nanoindent, end radius ~3.7 µm, reported in the current manuscript) using the multilayered scale model. All of the trends and conclusions of the current paper remained the same using this fish-tooth-representation indentation. Hence, the micrometre length scale and indentation mode of deformation within individual scales are physiologically important with regard to mitigating penetration and facilitating protection, working in conjunction with the larger, multiscale structure of the armour, which enables a significant amount of biomechanical flexibility and manoeuvrability of the entire fish body32.

In conclusion, here we report on the fascinating, complex and multiscale materials design principles of ancient fish armour in the context of its specific primary environmental threat (penetrating biting attacks) and mechanically protective function. One overarching mechanical design strategy is the juxtaposition of multiple distinct reinforcing layers, each of which has its own unique deformation and energy dissipation mechanisms. As the stiff ganoine transfers load through the ganoine–dentine junction, the underlying softer, more compliant dentine layer dissipates energy via plasticity (at high enough loads). The ganoine thickness was selected (1) to simultaneously access the advantageous mechanical properties of the ganoine (hardness, stiffness) and underlying dentine (energy dissipation), (2) to reduce weight while maintaining the required mechanical properties and (3) to promote the advantageous circumferential cracking mechanism (S22 > S11), rather than disadvantageous radial cracking. The material layer sequence is also critical; for example, reversing the ganoine and dentine layers in a virtual microindentation leads to magnified interfacial tensile normal and shear stresses, promoting delamination (data not shown). The presence of the additional isopodine stratified layer with its plywood-like structure can serve as a second line of defence for deeper penetrations, preventing catastrophic crack propagation and increasing energy dissipation and fracture toughness. Microcracking was observed to be confined within the sublayers of the isopodine (Fig. 5e), where each layer has cracks running in approximately orthogonal directions (consistent with the known structure) but arrested at the edge of each sublayer. The underlying bone acts as the base skeletal physical support structure for normal physiological loading conditions, where plastic deformation (if forced beyond the elastic limit via a traumatic event) takes place via mechanisms such as nanogranular friction41, collagen fibril shear44 and denaturation45, crack initiation–propagation46, intraorganic extensibility and sacrificial bond rupture47. The quad-layered design of P. senegalus scales enables weight reduction of up to ~<20%, compared with a bilayer of ganoine and dentine of the same thickness, with minimal degradation of effective mechanical properties (that is, microhardness, modulus, energy dissipation). Additionally, we have observed that the ganoine–dentine junction in P. senegalus scales is able to arrest cracks (Fig. 5f), as in mammalian teeth37. Localized internal fractures and detachment of pieces of the ganoine layer are seen, whereas the ganoine–dentine junction consistently remains intact (Fig. 5f), which may be a sacrificial mechanism. The junctions between material layers are clearly 'functionally graded', that is, they possess a gradual spatial change in properties motivated by the performance requirements and are able to promote load transfer and stress redistribution, thereby suppressing plasticity, arresting cracks, improving adhesion and preventing delamination between dissimilar material layers48. Last, the corrugated junction between the layers is expected to lead to spatially heterogeneous stresses and a higher net interfacial compression, also resisting delamination49. Such multiscale materials principles may be incorporated into the design of improved engineered biomimetic structural materials20.

**METHODS**

**EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS**

Anaesthesia of a living P. senegalus was induced by approximately 15 min of immersion in a buffered 0.03% (by weight) solution of tricaine methane sulphonate (MS222). Surgery was carried out and a row of 3–5 scales was removed during which anaesthesia was maintained by a 0.015% solution of MS222. After the surgery, the water of the tank was treated with tetracycline tablets for two weeks to prevent infection and within two months the removed scales were regenerated. All experiments were performed in accordance with federal guidelines and regulations and approved by the MIT Committee on Animal Care (Protocol 0707-056-10). MIT has an Animal Welfare Assurance on file with the Office for Laboratory Animal Welfare (Assurance number A-3125-01).

Freshly extracted scales from a living adult P. senegalus were embedded in a room-temperature curing epoxy (Loctite Fixmaster Poxy-Pak 81120) and sectioned using a diamond-impregnated annular wafering saw (Buehler Isomet 5000) at 800–900 r.p.m. The samples were polished on a polishing wheel (South Bay Technology, Model 920) with 15 µm, 6 µm and 1 µm silica nanoparticles on a soft pad, and again with 50 nm silica nanoparticles on a cloth pad in distilled water. Samples were stored in phosphate-buffered saline solution.

Samples
were imaged in a JEOL JSM-6060 SEM or a JEOL JSM-6700F field emission SEM. Backscattered electron micrographs were taken with a JEOL JSM-6700F. Optical microscopy images were taken with a Nikon Eclipse I.LS. Nanoindentation experiments were conducted in ambient conditions using a Hysitron Triboiindenter using a Berkovich diamond probe tip, following our previously reported methods. Artifacts due to surface roughness, surface slope, residual indent overlap and so on were carefully avoided, as described in detail previously. Unpaired Student t-tests were carried out to evaluate whether various datasets were statistically different from one another, using p < 0.05 as the minimum criterion. Vickers microhardness experiments were conducted in ambient conditions. The probe-tip end radius was measured using TMAFM (~3.7 μm). TMAFM imaging was carried out with a Multi-mode SPM IV (Veeco) and Si cantilevers (Veeco, V-shaped, square pyramidal probe tip, k (nominal spring constant) ~ 0.40 N m⁻¹; Rₚ (nominal probe-tip end radius of curvature) ~ 10 nm).

**FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS**

A nonlinear FE nanoindentation model was used, which approximated the three-dimensional Berkovich nanoindentation experiments using a two-dimensional, conical-axisymmetric indenter. The accuracy of the two-dimensional axisymmetric approximation was assessed by comparison with fully three-dimensional simulation results; the modulus and yield stress values obtained in the two-dimensional simulations differed from those from three dimensions by less than 2–3% (a range within any experimental comparison significance). The indenter geometry was chosen to correspond to the experimentally determined indenter cross-sectional tip–area function. The indenter tip was modelled as rigid. The indented samples were modelled as isotropic, elastic–perfectly plastic using four-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral elements (CAxAR in ABAQUS element library). Large-deformation theory and frictionless contact between the indenter and material were assumed. Full three-dimensional nanoindentation simulations were also conducted on samples with two layers oriented normal to the surface, simulating several indentations with each indentation progressively closer to the layer–layer interface to assess the role of any constraint of a neighbouring layer on the indentation load–depth behaviour. FEA models of microindentation followed a similar methodology to the axisymmetric nanoindentation simulations. The indenter was taken to be rigid, with a conical tip geometry, emulating a Vickers microhardness tip with a radius of 3.7 μm (measured by AFM). Mesh convergence studies were used to assess the needed mesh for accurate solutions to the load–depth and stress contours.
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